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The Shadow Sister
Lucinda Riley

Following on from the bestselling The Seven Sisters and 
The Storm Sister, The Shadow Sister is the third book in 
Lucinda Riley's spellbinding series, loosely based on the 
mythology of the Seven Sisters star cluster. Star D'Aplièse 
is at a crossroads in her life after the sudden death of her 
beloved father - the elusive billionaire, named Pa Salt by his 
six daughters, all adopted by him from the four corners of 
the world. He has left each of them a clue to their true 
heritage, but Star - the most enigmatic of the sisters - is 
hesitant to step out of the safety of the close relationship 
she shares with her sister CeCe. In desperation, she 
decides to follow the first clue she has been left, which 
leads her to an antiquarian bookshop in London, and the 
start of a whole new world... Star learns more of Flora's 
incredible journey, she finally stepping out of the shadow of 
her sister and opening herself up to the possibility of love.

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447288602 $39.99

Miss Jane
Brad Watson

Since his award-winning debut collection of stories, Last 
Days of the Dog-Men, Brad Watson's work has been as 
melancholy, witty, strange, and lovely as any in America. 
Inspired by the true story of his own great-aunt, he 
explores the life of Miss Jane Chisolm, born in rural, early 
twentieth century Mississippi with a genital birth defect 
that would stand in the way of the central "uses" for a 
woman in that time and place - namely, sex and 
marriage. From the country doctor who adopts Jane to 
the hard tactile labour of farm life, from the sensual and 
erotic world of nature around her to the boy who loved 
but was forced to leave her, the world of Miss Jane 
Chisolm is anything but barren. Free to satisfy only 
herself, she mesmerises those around her, exerting an 
unearthly fascination that lives beyond her still.

Picador • HB • Historical Fiction

9781509834310 $29.99

The Tobacconist
Robert Seethaler

When seventeen-year-old Franz exchanges his home in the 
idyllic beauty of the Austrian lake district for the bustle of 
Vienna, his homesickness quickly dissolves amidst the 
thrum of the city. In his role as apprentice to the elderly 
tobacconist Otto Trsnyek, he will soon be supplying the 
great and good of Vienna with their newspapers and 
cigarettes. Among the regulars is a Professor Freud, whose 
predilection for cigars and occasional willingness to 
dispense romantic advice will forge a bond between him 
and young Franz. It is 1937. In a matter of months Germany 
will annex Austria and the storm that has been threatening 
to engulf the little tobacconist will descend, leaving the lives 
of Franz, Otto and Professor Freud irredeemably changed. 
The Tobacconist tells a deeply moving story of ordinary 
lives profoundly affected by the Third Reich.

Picador • HB • Fiction In Translation

9781509806584 $32.99

The Ice Lands
Steinar Bragi

Set against Iceland's volcanic hinterlands, four thirty-
somethings from Reykjavik - the reckless hedonist Egill; 
the recovering alcoholic Hrafin; and their partners Anna 
and Vigdis - embark on an ambitious camping trip, their 
jeep packed with supplies. Victims of the financial crisis, 
the purpose of the trip is to heal both professional and 
personal wounds, but the desolate landscape forces the 
group to reflect on the shattered lives they've left behind 
in the city. As their jeep hurtles through the barren land, 
an impenetrable fog descends, causing them to suddenly 
crash into a rural farmhouse. Seeking refuge from the 
storm, the group discover that the isolated dwelling is 
inhabited by a mysterious elderly couple who inexplicably 
barricade themselves inside every night. As past tensions 
within the group rise to the surface, the merciless 
weather blocks every attempt at escape, forcing them to 
ask difficult questions.

Macmillan • HB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447298816 $32.99

No Place Like Home
Kerry Wilkinson

Craig Macklin was a teenager when his headteacher told 
him he was heading to either prison or the grave. Instead, 
Craig left the north of England, saying goodbye to his 
friends and family to start a new life. Thirteen years on, 
redundant and separated from his wife, he returns for the 
first time. It's Christmas: markets in full swing, lights 
twinkling, shoppers shopping, revellers revelling. 
Manchester has seen a revolution. The buildings soar 
higher, the shopping centres sprawl wider. New industries 
have replaced old and yet, away from the glitter, the tinsel, 
the hot spiced cider and the enormous inflatable Santa, 
some things will never change. Amid the season, there are 
secrets from which he cannot escape and, when debt-
collectors attack his parents' house, Craig realises the 
teenage hell-raiser he left behind might not be so buried 
after all.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509804443 $19.99

The Mistress of Windfell Manor
Diane Allen

Charlotte Booth loves her father and the home they 
share, which is set high up in the limestone escarpments 
of Crummockdale. But when a new businessman in the 
form of Joseph Dawson enters their lives, both Charlotte 
and her father decide he's the man for her and, within six 
months, Charlotte marries the dashing mill owner from 
Accrington. Then a young mill worker is found dead in the 
swollen River Ribble. With Joseph's business nearly 
bankrupt, it becomes apparent that all is not as it seems 
and Joseph is not the man he pretends to be. Heavily 
pregnant, penniless and heartbroken, Charlotte is forced 
to face the reality that life may never be the same again...

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447287315 $19.99
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The Passenger
F. R. Tallis

1941. A German submarine, U-330, patrols the stormy 
inhospitable waters of the North Atlantic. It is commanded 
by Siegfried Lorenz, a maverick naval officer who does not 
believe in the war he is bound by duty and honour to fight 
in. U-330 receives instructions to transport two prisoners 
to the base at Brest - a British submarine commander, 
Sutherland, and a Norwegian academic, Professor Bjørnar 
Grimstad. It is rumoured that Grimstad is working on a 
secret weapon that could change the course of the war... 
Then, Sutherland goes rogue, and a series of shocking, 
brutal events occurs. It seems that a lethal, supernatural 
force is stalking the crew. A thousand feet under the dark, 
icy waves, it doesn't matter how loud you scream...

Picador • HB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9780230770553 $29.99

The Librarians and The Lost Lamp
Greg Cox

The Librarians and the Lost Lamp is the first in a series 
of thrilling all-new adventures that will delight fans of the 
TV series and movies. For thousands of years, the 
Librarians have secretly protected the world from 
dangerous magical relics and knowledge, from Pandora's 
Box to King Arthur's sword. Ten years ago, Flynn Carson 
was the only living Librarian. When the ancient criminal 
organisation known as the Forty steals the oldest known 
copy of The Arabian Nights by Scheherazade, Flynn is 
called in to investigate. Fearing that the Forty is after 
Aladdin's fabled Lamp, Flynn, and a new team of 
Librarians must race to find it before the Lamp's powerful 
and malevolent djinn is unleashed upon the world.

Tor Books • HB • Fantasy

9780765384072 $37.99

The Witch House of Persimmon Point
Suzanne Palmieri

When a rumour threatens to bring scandal down upon her 
whole family, Byrd Whalen returns to her family's ancestral 
home to uncover the truth before anyone else can. In 
1890, Nan, the Amore family matriarch, was sent away to 
America and found work on the sprawling estate of the 
wildly eccentric Green family. This new life is one she 
wanted: loving and free with a family that understands and 
shares in her magic. But when tragedy strikes, Nan is left 
alone and pregnant with Reginald Green's child. With 
nothing more than the deed to the property, she builds a 
house from the rubble and a new, pragmatic life. It would 
become a haunted life that would lead to other haunted 
lives. It would become a house both terrible and 
wonderful. It would become known as "The Witch House." 

Griffin • PB • Political / Legal Thriller

9781250056184 $24.99

Shirley Jackson's The Lottery: A Graphic Adaptation
Miles Hyman

Shirley Jackson's The Lottery continues to thrill and 
unsettle readers nearly seven decades after it was first 
published. By turns puzzling and harrowing, it raises 
troubling questions about conformity, tradition, and the 
specter of ritualised violence that haunts even the most 
bucolic, peaceful village. This graphic adaptation, 
published in time for Jackson's centennial, allows readers 
to experience The Lottery as never before, or discover it 
anew. The visual artist - and Jackson's grandson - Miles 
Hyman has crafted an eerie vision of the hamlet where the 
tale unfolds, its inhabitants, and the unforgettable ritual 
they set into motion. Perfectly timed to the current 
resurgence of interest in Jackson and her work, Shirley 
Jackson's "The Lottery": A Graphic Adaptation
masterfully reimagines her iconic story with a striking 
visual narrative.

St Martin's Press • HB • Graphic Novels: Literary & Memoirs

9780809066490 $39.99

An Irish Country Love Story
Patrick Taylor

It's the winter of 1967 and snow is on the ground in the 
colourful Irish village of Ballybucklebo, but the chilly 
weather can't stop love from warming hearts all over the 
county. Not just the love between a man and woman, as 
with young doctor, Barry Laverty, and his fiancee Sue 
Nolan, who are making plans to start a new life together, 
but also the love of an ailing pensioner for a faithful dog 
that's gone missing, the love of the local gentry for the 
great estate they are on the verge of losing, or Doctor 
Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly's deep and abiding love for his 
long-time home and practice. For decades, ever since the 
war, Number One Main Street, Ballybucklebo, has housed 
O'Reilly and his practice. In recent years, it has also 
opened its doors to O'Reilly's wife, Barry Laverty, and a 
new addition to the practice, Doctor Nonie Stevens, a 
sultry and occasionally prickly young woman who may not 
be fitting in as well as she should.

St Martin's Press • HB • Westerns

9780765382726 $34.99

Diamonds and Pearl
K'Wan

They say that good girls like bad boys, and this was 
especially true for Pearl Stone. But when a young hustler 
named Diamonds crawls up from the swamps of Louisiana 
and sets up shop in New York City, everything Pearl was 
taught flies out the window. Raised in the wild and 
schooled on the mean streets of New Orleans, Diamonds 
is no stranger to hard times and is willing to do whatever it 
takes to stay above the poverty line, including kill. When a 
robbery turned mass murder goes wrong, Diamonds is 
forced to flee New Orleans and lands in New York where 
he meets Pearl, and for the first time finds something he 
craves more than wealth and power... love.

Griffin • PB • Political / Legal Thriller

9781250102614 $24.99

1949
Morgan Llywelyn

Ursula Halloran, the daughter of a famous revolutionary, 
comes of age in the turbulent 1920s. An education in 
Switzerland broadens her worldview, but Ireland has 
become a repressive Catholic state where women are 
second class citizens. Married women cannot hold jobs 
and divorce is illegal. Fighting against the stifling 
constraints of church and state, Ursula forges an exciting 
career in the fledgling Irish radio service. Her life is torn 
apart when she finds herself caught between two men 
who love her in very different ways. Refusing to surrender 
her hard won independence to marriage or her illegitimate 
infant to an orphanage, she flees to Europe. There she 
takes a job with the League of Nations and is caught up in 
the terrifying outbreak of World War II. Hard decisions and 
desperate situations stand between Ursula and any hope 
of returning to the land she loves.

St Martin's Press • TPB • Historical Fiction

9780765381347 $26.99

The Motion of Puppets
Keith Donohue

In the Old City of Québec, Kay Harper falls in love with a 
puppet in the window of the Quatre Mains, a toy shop that 
is never open. Late one night, Kay fears someone is 
following her home. Surprised to see that the lights of the 
toy shop are on and the door is open, she takes shelter 
inside. The next morning, Kay's husband Theo wakes up 
to discover his wife is missing. Under police suspicion and 
frantic at her disappearance, he obsessively searches the 
streets of the Old City. Meanwhile, Kay has been 
transformed into a puppet, who can only come alive 
between the hours of midnight and dawn. The only way 
she can return to the human world is if Theo can find her 
and recognise her in her new form.

Picador US • HB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781250057181 $36.99



Strong Cold Dead
Jon Land

The terrorist organisation ISIS is after a deadly toxin that 
could be the ultimate weapon of mass destruction. The 
same toxin holds the potential to eradicate cancer. There 
is a frantic race to see who can get to it first, even as 
Caitlin Strong begins to assemble the disparate pieces of 
a deadly puzzle. At the centre of that puzzle is an Indian 
reservation where a vengeful tycoon is mining the toxin, 
disguising his effort as an oil-drilling operation. This is the 
same reservation where Caitlin's great-great-grandfather, 
also a Texas Ranger, once waged a similar battle against 
the forces of John D. Rockefeller. In her highest-stakes 
adventure yet, Caitlin Strong faces off against a host of 
adversaries that just might include the beautiful Comanche 
girl with whom the son of her ex-outlaw boyfriend Cort 
Wesley Masters has fallen in love, along with a mythic 
monster culled from Native American folklore that the tribe 
believes has risen to protect its land.

St Martin's Press • HB • Political / Legal Thriller

9780765335135 $36.99

The Supernaturals
David L. Golemon

Seven years ago, Professor Gabriel Kennedy's 
investigation into paranormal activity at Summer Place 
ended in tragedy, and destroyed his career. Now, Kelly 
Delaphoy, the ambitious producer of a top-rated ghost-
hunting television series, is determined to make Summer 
Place the centrepiece of an epic live broadcast on 
Halloween night. To ensure success, she needs help from 
the one man who has come face-to-face with the evil that 
dwells in Summer Place, a man still haunted by the ghosts 
of his own failure. Disgraced and alienated from the 
academic community, Kennedy wants nothing to do with 
the event. But Summer Place has other plans... 

St Martin's Press • HB • Historical Adventure

9781250105233 $36.99

The Next
Stephanie Gangi

Joanna DeAngelis dies wrong. Consumed by breast 
cancer, betrayals, disappointments, and a blind lust to 
avenge a badly broken heart, she turns away from her 
devoted daughters and dog on her deathbed, and finds 
herself alone in a darkness of her own making. With no 
light to guide her to death's promised land of peace, 
Joanna's ghost plots a course for revenge on her much-
younger ex, Ned McGowan, the man who abandoned her 
to take up with another woman. Joanna's desperate need 
inspires a deep descent into the seat of the soul, an 
unflinching look at choices and consequences, at the last 
gasps of lust and love, and the wisdom to know how to let 
go.

St Martin's Press • HB • Political / Legal Thriller

9781250110565 $36.99

The Graveyard Apartment
Mariko Koike, translated by Deborah Boliver Boehm

Originally published in Japan in 1986, Koike's novel is the 
suspenseful tale of a young family that believes it has 
found the perfect home, only to realise that the 
apartment's idyllic setting harbours the spectre of evil and 
that the longer they stay, the more trapped they become. 
This tale of a young married couple who harbour a dark 
secret is packed with dread and terror, as they and their 
daughter move into a brand new apartment building built 
next to a graveyard. As strange and terrifying occurrences 
begin to pile up, people in the building start to move out 
one by one, until the young family is left alone with 
someone... or something... lurking in the basement.

St Martin's Press • HB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781250060549 $34.99

The Christmas Town
Donna VanLiere

Lauren Gabriel has spent many years of her life in foster 
homes. Now twenty-years-old, she still longs for a place 
that she can truly call home. Her work as a cashier is 
unfulfilling, and at Christmas it’s unbearable with the 
songs and carols and chatter of Christmas that she hears 
throughout the day. On a drive to clear her head, she 
witnesses an accident and suddenly finds herself being 
pulled into the town of Grandon, first as a witness but then 
as a volunteer for the annual fundraiser for Glory’s Place. 
Could this town and its people be the home she has 
always longed for?

St Martin's Press • HB • Political / Legal Thriller

9781250010674 $24.99

Teetotaled
Maia Chance

Lola and Berta are in danger of losing the private detective 
agency they've barely gotten off the ground-work is sparse 
and money is running out. So when a society matron 
offers them a job, they take it-even if it means sneaking 
into a slimming and exercise facility and consuming only 
water and health food until they can steal a diary from 
Grace Whiddle, a resident at the "health farm." But barely 
a day in, Grace and her diary escape from the facility-and 
Grace's future mother-in-law is found murdered on the 
premises. Lola and Berta are promptly fired. But before 
they can climb into Lola's brown and white Duesenberg 
Model A and whiz off the health farm property, they find 
themselves with a new client and a new charge: to solve 
the murder of Grace's future mother-in-law.

St Martin's Press • HB • Historical Mysteries

9781250072214 $34.99

Murder in Advent
David Williams

The cathedral town of Litchester is more used to carols by 
candlelight during the festive period than flames and 
intrigue, but the proposed sale of its 1225 copy of the 
Magna Carta in order to raise funds turns out to have far-
reaching consequences. Merchant banker Mark Treasure 
has been invited down to arbitrate the vicious 
disagreement between members of the cathedral chapter 
regarding the sale and finds himself dealing with more 
than he bargained for when the Dean's verger is 
discovered murdered, his body left to burn, along with the 
ecclesiastical library. As his investigation progresses and 
the evidence points to mayhem and skulduggery, he 
discovers that Litchester is a town full of sins and secrets 
rather than peace on earth.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509815388 $19.99

Those Were the Days
Terry Wogan

Welcome to the party. Pull up a chair, take your ease, and 
join Tom, king of the Cattle Market branch, for a bite to eat 
and a glass or two of wine. Come and meet his customers: 
many of whom have become his friends, and many more 
of whom haven't. Either way they've some fine tales to tell. 
Join Tom as he reminisces about the places he's been, 
the people he has met, the laughter and the tears of daily 
life as he made his way from humble bank clerk to the 
heady heights of Branch Manager... Those Were the 
Days is a collection of short stories by national treasure 
Sir Terry Wogan, filled with his famous humour and 
charm.

Pan • PB • Short Stories

9781447298267 $19.99



The King of Christmas
Carol Ann Duffy

It is a frosty winter evening, and the Baron, watching the snow fall through the window, is 
bored and fretful. It will soon be Christmas, and yet the household is subdued. Even the 
dogs are dozing. What can he do to cheer up the family and bring excitement into the 
manor? He is at a loss - until his wife, the Baroness, has an idea: he can appoint a Lord of 
Misrule; a peasant to be in charge of Christmas revelries. For twelve days, chaotic 
merriment ensues - schools are closed, wives drink in taverns, priests are dressed in 
petticoats, monkeys sit at the head of the table and general festive bacchanalia fills the 
manor - all culminating in a giant, happy feast on Christmas Day.

Picador • HB • Christmas

9781509834570 $19.99

At the Foundling Hospital
Robert Pinsky

The poems in Robert Pinsky's At the Foundling Hospital consider personality and culture 
as improvised from loss: a creative effort so pervasive it is invisible. At the Foundling 
Hospital of eighteenth-century London, in a benign and oddly bureaucratic process, each 
new infant was identified by a duly recorded token. A minimal, charged particle of meaning, 
the token might be a coin or brooch or thimble. In these poems, a sometimes desperate, 
perpetual reimagining of identity, on the scale of one life or of human history, is deeply 
related to music: The quest is lyrical, whether the subject is as specific as 'the emanation 
of a dead star still alive' or as personal as the 'pinhole iris of your mortal eye.'

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Poetry Anthologies (Various Poets)

9780374158118 $34.99

The Emperor of Water Clocks
Yusef Komunyakaa

If I am not Ulysses, I am / his dear, ruthless half brother. So announces Yusef 
Komunyakaa early in his lush new collection, The Emperor of Water Clocks. This 
densely lyrical book showcases Komunyakaa's jazz-infected rhythms, his effortlessly 
surreal images, his celebration of natural beauty and of love. There is also his insistent 
inquiry into the structures and struggles of power: not only, say, of king against jester, but 
of man against his own desire, and of the present against the pernicious influence of the 
past.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Poetry

9780374536572 $24.99

Jackself
Jacob Polley

In one of the most original books of poetry to appear in the last decade, Jackself spins a 
kind of 'fictionalised autobiography' through nursery rhymes, riddles and cautionary tales, 
and through the many 'Jacks' of folktale, legend, phrase and fable - everyman Jacks and 
no one Jacks, Jackdaw, Jack-O-Lantern, Jack Sprat, Cheapjack and Jack Frost. At once 
playful and terrifying, lyric and narratively compelling, Jackself is an unforgettable 
exploration of an innocence and childhood lost in the darker corners of Reiver country and 
of English folklore, and once more shows Polley as one of the most remarkable 
imaginations at work in poetry today.

Picador • PB • Poetry By Individual Poets

9781447290445 $22.99

Spider from Mars
Woody Woodmansey

For many fans, Bowie's Ziggy Stardust era remains the most extraordinarily creative period 
in his career. As a member of Bowie's legendary band at the time - The Spiders From Mars 
- Woody played drums on four seminal albums: The Man Who Sold The World, Hunky 
Dory, The Rise And Fall Of Ziggy Stardust And The Spiders From Mars and Aladdin Sane. 
Woody's memoir focuses on this key period and brings it to glorious life. In Spider From 
Mars Woody writes candidly about the characters who surrounded Bowie, recalling the 
album sessions as well as behind-the-scenes moments with one of the world's most iconic 
singers.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Autobiography: General

9780283072727 $39.99

I Read the News Today, Oh Boy
Paul Howard

Tara Browne was an extraordinary, glamorous figure for a brief moment. He grew up in 
aristocratic and bohemian luxury, moving from Paris to London just as the Sixties were 
beginning to swing, and became part of a new elite cultural world. His friends included, of 
course, the Beatles and the Stones, as well as figures from film, fashion, photography and 
high society. Tara Browne died tragically young, at 21, and became a symbol of the loss of 
innocence of this era of optimism.

Picador • HB • Memoirs

9781509814954 $39.99

Alan The Christmas Donkey
Tracy Garton

Tracy had run the Radcliffe Donkey Sanctuary for 20 years, creating a safe haven for more 
than 60 sick, unwanted and mistreated donkeys. But Radcliffe had recently fallen on hard 
times and Tracy wasn't sure she could continue to manage it. When she received the 
phone call about an abandoned donkey left in a supermarket car park, barely able to walk 
on his painfully overgrown hooves, she nursed him back to health. She had no idea that 
the shy skinny animal she'd rescued was going to help save the sanctuary...

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Autobiography: General

9781509839025 $22.99

A Black History of Britain
David Olusoga

David Olusoga's A Black History of Britain is a rich and revealing exploration of the 
extraordinarily long relationship between the British Isles and the people of Africa. Drawing 
on new genetic and genealogical research, original records, expert testimony and 
contemporary interviews, A Black History of Britain reaches back to Roman Britain, the 
medieval imagination and Shakespeare's Othello. Unflinching, confronting taboos and 
revealing hitherto unknown scandals, Olusoga describes how black and white Britons have 
been intimately entwined for centuries.

Macmillan • HB • History

9781447299738 $49.99

A Black History of Britain
David Olusoga

David Olusoga's A Black History of Britain is a rich and revealing exploration of the 
extraordinarily long relationship between the British Isles and the people of Africa. Drawing 
on new genetic and genealogical research, original records, expert testimony and 
contemporary interviews, A Black History of Britain reaches back to Roman Britain, the 
medieval imagination and Shakespeare's Othello. Unflinching, confronting taboos and 
revealing hitherto unknown scandals, Olusoga describes how black and white Britons have 
been intimately entwined for centuries.

Macmillan • TPB • History

9781447299752 $32.99

Kind of Blue
Ken Clarke

In Kind of Blue, Ken Clarke charts his remarkable progress from working-class 
scholarship boy in Nottinghamshire to high political office and the upper echelons of both 
his party and of government. But Clarke is not a straightforward Conservative politician. 
His position on the left of the party often led Margaret Thatcher to question his true blue 
credentials and his passionate commitment to the European project has led many fellow 
Conservatives to regard him with suspicion - and cost him the leadership on no less than 
three occasions.

Macmillan • HB • Autobiography: Historical, Political & Military

9781509837199 $49.99

A Life Well Played
Arnold Palmer

While other golfers have won more tournaments than Arnold Palmer has, no one has won 
more fans around the world and no player has had a bigger impact on the sport. Gracious, 
fair, and a true gentleman, Arnold Palmer is the gold standard of how to conduct yourself. 
He offers advice and guidance, sharing stories of his career on the course, success in 
business and the great relationships that give meaning to his life. This book is a treasure 
trove of entertaining anecdotes and timeless wisdom that readers will celebrate and 
cherish.

St Martin's Press • CD • Autobiography: Sport

9781427278616 $39.99

Legacy of Honor
Alvin Townley

Each year, roughly 50,000 young men join the ranks of one of America's most honoured 
groups: the Eagle Scouts. Alvin Townley set off across the nation to hear the stories of 
Eagles from all walks of life, including civil rights leaders, soldiers, politicians, 
businessmen, and conservationists who began their life's journey in Scouting and went on 
to play a key role in American history. Townley shows how the experiences of youth 
guided the paths these Eagles followed as adults and defined the common virtues that 
have shaped our nation.

St Martin's Press • HB • American Civil War

9781250105295 $37.99

Table Manners
Jeremiah Tower; Illustrations by Libby VanderPloeg

Table Manners is an entertaining and practical guide to manners for everyone and every 
occasion. Whether you are a guest at a potluck or the host of a dinner party, a patron of 
your local bar or an invitee at a state dinner, this book tells you exactly how to behave: 
what to talk about, what to wear, how to eat. Jeremiah Tower has advice on everything: 
food allergies, RSVPs, iPhones, running late, thank yous, restaurant etiquette, even what 
to do when you are served something disgusting.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Parties, Etiquette & Entertaining

9780374272340 $29.99

One Question a Day
Aimee Chase

A simple journal that offers one question per day, to be answered on the same day for five 
years in a row. The questions range from the prosaic ("What did you have for lunch 
today?") to the contemplative ("Can people really change?"), giving readers a 
comprehensive look back at their thoughts and feelings over a five-year span. The beauty 
of this journal is that it enables readers to track their emotional growth as well as keep 
track of memories, and provides an interesting walk down memory lane a few years later. 
The specially-sized package features a printed flexi-bound cover, four-colour endpapers, 
quality paper, and bookmark ribbon.

St Martin's Press • HB • Coping With Anxiety & Phobias

9781250108869 $24.99



Kind of Blue
Ken Clarke

Ken Clarke was one of the genuine 'Big Beasts' of the political scene, during his 46 years 
as the Member of Parliament for Rushcliffe in Nottinghamshire he has been at the very 
heart of government under three prime ministers. Clarke has had a ringside seat in British 
politics for four decades and his trenchant observations and candid account of life both in 
and out of government will enthrall readers of all political persuasions. Vivid, witty and 
forthright, Kind of Blue is political memoir at its very best.

Macmillan • TPB • Autobiography: Historical, Political & Military

9781509837236 $32.99

The Great Disruption
Rick Smith with Mitch Free

The Great Disruption reveals how 3D printing manufacturing will transform the world in 
the same way that Henry Ford's Model T upended transportation or Gutenberg's printing 
press started an information revolution. It traces both the impact of this disruption as it 
rapidly spreads around the world and affects every kind of industry imaginable, while 
detailing specific steps that can and should be taken right now to prepare. In exploring this 
radical future, The Great Disruption shows how we can position ourselves to successfully 
navigate this historic shift to our greatest benefit.

St Martin's Press • HB • Transport Planning & Policy

9781250091420 $34.99

Doomed to Succeed
Dennis Ross

Dennis Ross has helped in shaping U.S. policy towards Israel for nearly 30 years. He 
served in senior roles, including as Bill Clinton's envoy for Arab-Israeli peace. In Doomed 
to Succeed, he takes us through every administration from Truman's to Obama's, 
throwing into dramatic relief each president's attitude toward Israel and the region, the 
often tumultuous debates between key advisers, and the events that drove the policies and 
at times led to a shift in approach.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Geopolitics

9780374536442 $24.99

The Book of Isaias
Daniel Connolly

In a green town in the middle of America, a bright 18-year-old Hispanic student named 
Isaias Ramos sets out on the journey to college. He aces a national calculus exam, studies 
the viola for fun, and appears on local TV as captain of the quiz bowl team. The counselors 
at school want Isaias to apply to Harvard. But he's not so sure. He's thinking about going to 
work painting houses with his parents, unauthorised immigrants from Mexico. Journalist 
Daniel Connolly follows Isaias and his friends for more than three years as they grapple 
with competing obligations to family, work and school, as they fall in love and break up, 
and as they seek their purpose in life. 

St Martin's Press • HB • Memoirs

9781250083067 $36.99

Tasting the Sky
Ibtisam Barakat

In this groundbreaking memoir set in Ramallah during the aftermath of the 1967 Six-Day 
War, Ibtisam Barakat captures what it is like to be a child whose world is shattered by war. 
With candor and courage, she stitches together memories of her childhood: fear and 
confusion as bombs explode near her home; the harshness of life as a Palestinian refugee; 
her unexpected joy when she discovers Alef, the first letter of the Arabic alphabet. This is 
the beginning of her passionate connection to words, and as language becomes her 
refuge, allowing her to piece together the fragments of her world, it becomes her true 
home.

St Martin's Press • PB • Theme Parks & Funfairs

9781250097187 $16.99

Balcony on the Moon
Ibtisam Barakat

Picking up where Tasting the Sky left off, Balcony on the Moon follows Ibtisam Barakat 
through her childhood and adolescence in Palestine from 1972 to 1981 and chronicles her 
desire to be a writer. Ibtisam finds inspiration through writing letters to pen pals and from 
an adult who encourages her to keep at it, but the most surprising turn of all for Ibtisam 
happens when her mother decides that she would like to seek out an education, too. This 
memoir is a touching, at times funny, and enlightening look at the not-often-depicted daily 
life in a politically tumultuous area.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Theme Parks & Funfairs

9780374302511 $26.99

Believe, Ask, Act
MaryAnn DiMarco with Kristina Grish

Psychic medium Mary Ann DiMarco;s popularity is based on the extraordinary accuracy of 
her readings, but also on the powerful guidance that she imparts to clients looking to break 
free from their own spiritual, emotional, and real-world obstacles. Believe, Ask, Act shares 
this process for the first time. Believe shows the importance of holding a belief in a positive 
higher power. Ask teaches how to pose the right questions to the angels, spirit guides, and 
other evolved souls tasked to help you in life and how to hear their answers. Act is a 
powerful call to put one earthly foot in front of the other to create positive change and 
momentum.

Rodale • HB • Parapsychological Studies

9781623366643 $34.99

Bridge of Words
Esther Schor

In 1887, Ludwig Lazarus Zamenhof, a Polish Jew, had the idea of putting an end to 
tribalism by creating a universal language, one that would be equally accessible to all. The 
result was Esperanto. In this first full history of a constructed language, Esther Schor 
follows the path from its invention through its turn of the century golden age as the great 
hope of embattled cosmopolites, to its suppression by nationalist regimes and its 
resurgence as a bridge across the Cold War. She plunges into the mechanics of creating a 
language from scratch, one based on rational systems that would be easy to learn, 
politically neutral, and allow people to speak all over the world.

St Martin's Press • HB • Language: Reference & General

9780805090796 $44.99

Brief Histories of Everyday Objects
Written and illustrated by Andy Warner

Brief Histories of Everyday Objects is an intrepid, graphic tour through the unusual 
stories behind the creation of some of the overlooked items that surround us in our daily 
lives. Chapters introduce readers to a cast of inventors whose ideas led to the ballpoint 
pen riots, cowboy wars, and really bad Victorian practical jokes. Structured around the 
different locations in our home and daily life - the kitchen, the bathroom, the office, and the 
grocery store - award - nominated comic artist Andy Warner traces the often surprising and 
sometimes complex histories behind the items we often take for granted.

Picador US • HB • Graphic Novels: True Stories & Non-Fiction

9781250078650 $29.99

Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Birds & Butterflies
Nikolett Corley

Prepare yourself to take flight with Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Birds & Butterflies. With 
more than 60 stunning images celebrating the planet's winged creatures both great and 
small the book is packed with images created specifically for more experienced eyes 
leaving plenty of space between the lines. Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Birds & 
Butterflies will find you blissfully sailing above the clouds with the birds as you bring each 
design to life - so stretch your wings and let the colouring begin! -Each page is perforated, 
making it easy to frame and display your art -You can use coloured pencils, crayons, or 
markers - there is no right or wrong way to do it! -Colouring is a great way to unplug and 
de-stress, and anybody can do it!

Griffin • PB • Sudoku & Number Puzzles

9781250121417 $19.99

Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Mindful Inspirations
Tish Miller

If you know where to look you can find inspiration almost anywhere and in Zendoodle 
Coloring Big Picture: Inspirations you don't have to look far. Chock-full of empowering 
quotations and motivations, the book offers easy-to-follow designs created specifically for 
experienced eyes. Each image will draw you in as they embolden you to create stunning 
artwork of your own. In Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Inspirations serenity and 
empowering calm go hand-in-hand as you craft colourful inspirations from the more than 
60 exquisite designs inside. -Each page is perforated, making it easy to frame and display 
your art -You can use coloured pencils, crayons, or markers - there is no right or wrong 
way to do it! -Colouring is a great way to unplug and de-stress, and anybody can do it!

Griffin • PB • Sudoku & Number Puzzles

9781250121394 $19.99

Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Calming Gardens
Tish Miller

It's hard to match the unparalleled beauty of a garden in bloom. Now imagine that you 
have the ability to bring that garden to life with colour. With Zendoodle Coloring Big 
Picture: Calming Gardens you can! This book is filled with page after page of flowers, 
stems, leaves, and foliage each designed with easy-to-follow imagery for experienced 
eyes. In Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Calming Gardens relaxation is at your 
fingertips with more than 60 beautiful garden scenes you colour to perfection. -Each page 
is perforated, making it easy to frame and display your art -You can use coloured pencils, 
crayons, or markers - there is no right or wrong way to do it! -Colouring is a great way to 
unplug and de-stress, and anybody can do it!

Griffin • PB • Sudoku & Number Puzzles

9781250118677 $19.99

Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: Magnificent Animals
Deborah Muller

From cuddly household pets to the fierce hunters on the rugged plains Zendoodle 
Coloring Big Picture: Animals has more than 60 easy-to-follow designs inside created 
specifically for experienced eyes. You will find yourself lost in relaxation and calm as you 
colour each of the incredible images to life. With Zendoodle Coloring Big Picture: 
Animals friends and family alike will marvel at your expert technique when you display 
each finished picture. You will never see the Animal Kingdom the same way again! - Each 
page is perforated, making it easy to frame and display your art -You can use coloured 
pencils, crayons, or markers - there is no right or wrong way to do it! -Coloring is a great 
way to unplug and de-stress, and anybody can do it!

Griffin • PB • Sudoku & Number Puzzles

9781250121400 $19.99

Zendoodle Coloring Presents Keep Merry and Color On
Meredith Mennitt

Make your holiday season merry and bright with an inspiring assortment of fun and easy 
yuletide illustrations from Keep Merry and Color On. There's no better way to bring 
holiday cheer to your loved ones than by creating beautiful Christmas designs, from 
beautiful winter collages and jingle bells, to Santas and festive holly. Features: -6 double-
sided colored pencils -Perforated pages for easy framing -One-sided printing so colors 
don't bleed through

Griffin • PB • Sudoku & Number Puzzles

9781250112996 $24.99



Colorful Blessings: Light of the World
Patricia Hill

Light of the World is an abridged version of Colorful Blessings: Moments of Grace at 
an entry-level price point. It will offer more than 25 colouring projects paired with inspiring 
Bible Passages that feature the words and teachings of Jesus Christ. Perforated pages 
make it easy for readers to share and display their art in their homes, offices, and places of 
worship.

Griffin • PB • Christian Spirituality & Religious Experience

9781250123244 $16.99

Colorful Blessings: By His Grace
Patricia Hill

By His Grace is an abridged version of Colorful Blessings: Moments of Grace at an 
entry-level price point. It will offer more than 25 choice selections from Moments of Grace
incorporating passages about and by Jesus Christ from the Holy Bible. Readers will find 
themselves inspired by the Son of God as they easily remove each perforated page from 
the book to colour and then display in their homes, offices, and places of worship. Ideally 
priced and timed for Christmas gift giving.

Griffin • PB • Christian Spirituality & Religious Experience

9781250115690 $16.99

Colorful Blessings: Moments of Grace
Patricia Hill

The Deluxe Edition of Colorful Blessings: Moments of Grace is for the devout colouring 
consumer, released just in time for the holiday season. The package will includes more 
than 60 original designs on perforated pages, each incorporating passages and 
expressions from the Holy Bible, and is bundled with 6 double-sided coloured pencils.

Griffin • PB • Christian Spirituality & Religious Experience

9781250115713 $24.99

The New York Times Keep Merry and Crossword On
Edited by Will Shortz

There's no better gift for the puzzler on your list! The New York Times Keep Merry and 
Crossword On is packed with 200 of America's favourite crosswords from The New York 
Times and crossword legend Will Shortz in a package that's sure to delight puzzlers 
everywhere. Features: - Big Omnibus-size volume is a great value - Perfect holiday gift for 
any puzzler - Edited by crossword great Will Shortz

Griffin • PB • Crosswords

9781250106278 $26.99

The New York Times Presents The Right Way to Do a 
Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Will Shortz

Life is tough for southpaw solvers: you want to work through your favourite puzzle book but 
it's almost impossible to solve the right-hand side puzzles without accidentally covering up 
the clues and getting ink all over yourself! This book solves that problem by only printing 
on the left side of the page! Yes, all the verso page puzzles are printed upside down so the 
left-handed solver can flip the book over and solve them on the "right" side of the page!

Griffin • PB • Crosswords

9781250106285 $22.99

The Road To Ever After
Moira Young

When orphan boy Davy and his stray dog George are driven out of their home in the lead 
up to Christmas, they are forced to take shelter in a boarded-up old museum on the 
outskirts of town. It is here they meet Miss Flint, and where their adventure really begins. 
Miss Flint is dying and demands to be taken back to her family home, where a coffin with 
her name on it awaits. She offers Davy payment to be her 'chauffeur' and so begins their 
journey, stealing cars, pulling tricks and avoiding the police at every turn. But all the time, 
Miss Flint seems to be regaining her youth, rolling back the years one decade at a time... 
The Road to Ever After, is a charming, magical Christmas story from Moira Young, author 
of the bestselling Dustlands trilogy, and is sure to enchant everyone who reads it.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509832583 $22.99

Barbie Starlight #1
The Mattel Brands and Tini Howard

A magical space adventure that's sure to thrill young readers everywhere. Barbie has 
explored many worlds and careers but none more 'out there' than Para-Den, the strange 
alien planet where a girl named Barbie lives with her father and her flying pet, Pupcorn. But 
something is not right in Barbie's galaxy. One by one the stars are going out and no one 
seems to know why. Of course, no one is more surprised than Barbie when she is chosen 
by King Constantine to join a special mission to make the stars dance once again. Along 
with Prince Leo, hover board champion Sal-Lee and the colourful twins Kareena & 
Sheena, Barbie must solve the mystery of the creatures known as Whailens and find a way 
to bring the starlight back before the stars stop dancing forever!

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629916118 $19.99

Nemesis
Anna Banks

Princess Sepora of Serubel is the last Forger in all the five kingdoms. The spectorium she 
creates provides energy for all, but now her father has found a way to weaponise it. She is 
forced to escape across enemy lines into the kingdom of Theoria where she is captured 
and placed into servitude. Tarik has just taken over rulership of Theoria, and must now 
face a new plague killing his citizens. The last thing he needs is a troublesome servant 
vying for his attention. But the Mistress Sepora will not be ignored. When the two finally 
meet face to face, they form an unlikely bond that complicates life in ways neither of them 
could have ever imagined.

St Martin's Press • HB • Theme Parks & Funfairs

9781250070173 $26.99

Unmortal
Anne M. Pillsworth

Sean Wyndham begins his second summer of magical training with mentor Joseph 
Kokokoho, who guards the mysteries of long-deserted Dunwich. Mountains crowned with 
stone circles and dubious altars, whippoorwill-haunted glens that lead to trans-dimensional 
rifts, what could be cooler? A new familiar, that's what, and a new shot at developing better 
control over his own Magic. At the nearby Miskatonic University is a new magic student, 
Felicia Peralta, who unexpectedly takes an interest in Sean. But she's not the only one... 
The undead witch Patience Orne has returned, determined to meet her many-times-great-
grandson at last and meeting isn't the only thing on her mind...

Tor Books • HB • Theme Parks & Funfairs

9780765335913 $26.99

Rebel Genius
Michael Dante DiMartino

In twelve-year-old Giacomo's Renaissance-inspired world, art is powerful, dangerous, and 
outlawed. A few artists possess Geniuses, birdlike creatures that are the living 
embodiment of an artist's creative spirit. Those caught with one face a punishment akin to 
death. When Giacomo discovers he has a Genius, he knows he's in serious trouble. 
Luckily, he finds safety in a secret studio where young artists and their Geniuses train to 
channel their creative energies as weapons. But when a murderous artist goes after the 
three Sacred Tools - objects that could destroy the world - Giacomo and his friends must 
risk their lives to stop him.

St Martin's Press • HB • Thrillers (Children's / Teenage)

9781626723368 $24.99

A Patron Saint for Junior Bridesmaids
Shelley Tougas

Mary Margaret Miller is going to be a junior bridesmaid - that is, if she isn't grounded for 
the rest of her life. She's feuding with school bully Brent Helzinski, and her cousin Eden, 
aka The Bride, is clashing with her mother about wedding plans. Mary knows it's her job as 
a junior bridesmaid to make the day run smoothly, but she sure could use a little help from 
above.

St Martin's Press • HB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781626724037 $24.99

The Row
J. R. Johansson

Riley Beckett's father is a convicted serial killer who claims he was falsely accused. Riley 
has believed in him for as long as she can remember. Now she is in a race against time to 
uncover what really happened and save her father from death row.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Theme Parks & Funfairs

9780374300258 $26.99

The Wishing World
Todd Fahnestock

In the Wishing World, dreams are real. You can transform into your own hero, find wild and 
whimsical friends, and wield power as great as your imagination. But Lorelei doesn't know 
about any of that. All she knows is that a monster took her family. Lorelei is determined to 
find them. When she accidentally breaks into the Wishing World, she discovers a way. It's 
a land more wonderful than she could have imagined, a land of talking griffons, water 
princesses, and cities made of sand, where Lorelei is a Doolivanti - a wish-maker - who 
can write her dreams into existence. There's only one problem: the monster is a Doolivanti, 
too.

St Martin's Press • HB • Fantasy & magical realism (Children's / Teenage)

9780765385888 $24.99

Finding Perfect
Elly Swartz

When Molly's mum leaves their family to take a job in another country, 12-year-old Molly is 
certain she'll be back in one year, as promised. Her older sister isn't so sure. To make 
matters worse, Molly's relationship with her best friend is starting to feel strained just as 
she's nervously preparing for an upcoming poetry slam. Suddenly, Molly's world feels like 
it's spinning out of control. Counting, measuring, and organising help Molly feel more in 
control. But in time, her coping mechanism becomes its own problem. But with some help 
from her siblings and friends, Molly is able to face her OCD and be strong enough to get 
help for it.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780374303129 $24.99



Lou Lou and Pea and the Mural Mystery
Jill Diamond; illustrated by Lesley Vamos

BFFs Lou Lou Bombay and Peacock Pearl love their PSPP (Post-School Pre-Parents) tea 
parties on Friday afternoons, where they recap the school week, chat about Pea's latest 
fashions, and tend to Lou Lou's burgeoning backyard garden. But when a series of small 
crimes crop up around El Corazon, their quaint and quirky town, right before the Dia de 
Los Muertos Parade, the girls must join forces (horticultural know-how and artistic genius) 
to solve the mystery. Debut author Jill Diamond weaves a delightful romp, full of colourful 
characters and gentle intrigue, while artist Lesley Vamos punctuates the story with black-
and-white illustrations throughout.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780374302955 $24.99

A Voyage in the Clouds
Matthew Olshan, illustrated by Sophie Blackall

In the year and a half since the flight of the first manned balloon in 1783, an Italian had 
flown, a Scot had flown, a woman had flown, even a sheep had flown. But no one had 
flown from one country to another. John Jeffries, an Englishman, and his pilot, Jean-Pierre 
Blanchard, a Frenchman, want to be the first and set out on January 7, 1785 to cross the 
English Channel to France. All seems to be going fine until Blanchard takes a nap and 
Jeffries decides the balloon looks too fat and adjusts the air valve - how hard could it be? 
Too bad he drops the wrench over the side of the aerial car and with no way to adjust the 
valve the balloon begins to sink. Jeffries and Blanchard throw as much as they can 
overboard - until there is nothing left, not even their clothes. Luckily they come up with a 
clever (and surprising) solution that saves the day.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780374329549 $26.99

The Wolf Keepers
Elise Broach; illustrations by Alice Ratterree

Twelve-year-old Lizzie Durango and her dad have always had a zoo to call their home. 
Lizzie spends her days watching the animals and taking note of their various behaviours. 
Though the zoo makes for a unique home, it's a hard place for Lizzie to make lasting 
friends. But all this changes one afternoon when she finds Tyler Briggs, a runaway who 
has secretly made the zoo his makeshift home. The two become friends and, just as 
quickly, stumble into a covert investigation involving the zoo wolves who are suddenly 
dying. Little do they know, this mystery will draw them into a high-stakes historical 
adventure involving the legend of John Muir as they try to navigate safely while lost in 
Yosemite National Park.

Henry Holt • HB • Crime & mystery fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780805098990 $24.99

Night of the Living Shadows
Dave Coverly

After sleeping off his adventure battling the evil Nightcrawlers, Speed Bump joins Slingshot 
on a quest to earn their Scavenger Hunt badge. Once they complete their last challenge, 
they'll no longer be Bird Scouts - they'll be Eagle Scouts! But, as is always the case with 
these two birds, their adventure turns into a misadventure when they end up at a shopping 
mall - fun by day, scary by night! Trapped inside, what crazy scheme will they come up 
with to get out? Here's the much anticipated second book in this fun new chapter book 
series.

Henry Holt • HB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780805088878 $22.99

Bunjitsu Bunny Jumps to the Moon
John Himmelman

Isabel is the best bunjitsu artist in her class. She can throw farther, kick higher, and hit 
harder than anybunny else. But her strongest weapon is her mind! This third Bunjitsu 
Bunny book follows Isabel as she makes friends, faces her fears, and more!

Henry Holt • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781627797320 $22.99

Sticker Girl
Janet Tashjian; illustrations by Inga Wilmink

Martina Rivera has a remarkable imagination. But with two extroverted brothers at home, 
she's always struggled to make a big impression on those around her. Life soon takes an 
exciting turn when Martina discovers the secret power of her sticker collection: They come 
to life! Among her magical sticker friends are Craig, a rambunctious talking cupcake; Nora, 
a karaoke-singing ladybug; and Lucinda, a very sleepy fairy. Will her new sticker friends 
help her overcome her shyness? Or will they get Martina in lots of trouble? Or both?! It's 
time to meet Sticker Girl! Bonus feature: sticker sheet featuring all the magic stickers from 
Book 1 packaged with the book!

Henry Holt • HB • Fantasy & magical realism (Children's / Teenage)

9781627793353 $22.99

Science Comics: Volcanoes
Jon Chad

Every volume of Science Comics offers a complete introduction to a particular topic -
dinosaurs, coral reefs, the solar system, volcanoes, bats, flying machines, and more. 
These gorgeously illustrated graphic novels offer wildly entertaining views of their subjects. 
Whether you're a 4th grader doing a natural science unit at school or a thirty-year-old with 
a secret passion for airplanes, these books are for you! This volume: In VOLCANOES, we 
explore these exciting and explosive vents in the Earth's surface. Along the way readers 
will learn about lava, tectonic plates, islands and other land masses generated by 
volcanoes, famous volcanoes, and famous eruptions.

St Martin's Press • HB • Transport (Children's / Teenage)

9781626723610 $29.99

Rudas: Niño's Horrendous Hermanitas
Yuyi Morales

No opponent is too big a challenge for the cunning skills of Las Hermanitas, Lucha 
Queens! Their Poopy Bomb Blowout will knock em' down! Their Tag-Team Teething will 
gnaw opponents down to a pulp! Their Pampered Plunder Diversion will fell even the most 
determined competitor! But what happens when Niño comes after them with a move of his 
own? Watch the tables turn in this wild, exciting wrestling adventure from Caldecott Honor 
author Yuyi Morales.

St Martin's Press • HB • Sporting stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781626722408 $26.99

Worst Jobs in History
Tony Robinson

As befits the man behind Baldrick, Tony Robinson has uncovered life in the underbelly of 
history in The Worst Jobs in History. Whether it's swilling out the crotch of a knight's 
soiled armour after the battle of Agincourt, risking his neck in the rigging of HMS Victory, or 
as 'Groom of the Stool' going to places where none of Henry VIII's six wives would venture, 
Tony endures the worst jobs imaginable to get to the bottom of the story. Packed with 
disgusting yet fascinating professions, The Worst Jobs in History really gets into the 
grime of how life was for ordinary people, and provides a vivid alternative (and fairly 
disgusting) history of Britain.

Pan • PB • History

9781509843091 $22.99

Shimmer and Shine Bracelet Book
Edda Publishing

Shimmer and Shine Bracelet Book is a book with stories of your favourite characters 
Shimmer and Shine and instructions on creating beautiful bracelets. Shimmer and Shine's 
magical skills sometimes need a bit of polish and their wish fulfillment sometimes goes 
hilariously off track but they know a lot about turning their mistakes into something magical. 
In this book they teach you all about teamwork, resilience and overcoming setbacks as 
well as giving you ideas to create your very own bracelet. Don't forget that just like 
Shimmer and Shine you keep on going even if you make a mistake and things always turn 
out great in the end!

St Martin's Press • HB • Handicrafts (Children's / Teenage)

9781940787619 $19.99


